1990 dodge cars

The following is a list of current and past production automobiles including pickup trucks ,
SUVs , and vans carrying the Dodge brand name. Many of these have been sold in other
countries, but this list represents the history of Dodge production for the main United States
market. Models sold in locations outside North America. This list should only include vehicles
sold under the Dodge nameplate as opposed to rebadged Dodges sold under the Chrysler
nameplate , and is not complete. A variety of Dodge pickups, vans and SUVs, including many of
these same models, have been sold overseas as well. Most times, this was under the Fargo or
DeSoto names. Also note that in and , all trucks built by Dodge were actually sold under the
Graham name, as that company held the marketing rights at that time. This list is far from
complete, especially in regards to medium- and heavy-duty models. Since , Dodge pickup and
commercial van models have been sold under the Ram brand. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Redirected from List of Dodge automobiles. Wikipedia list article. This article is
about Dodge production vehicles. For Dodge concept vehicles, see List of Dodge concept
vehicles. The Standard Catalog of American Cars â€” Kraus Publications. CS1 maint: multiple
names: authors list link. A marque of Stellantis. Journey Nitro Raider Ramcharger.
Category:Dodge vehicles. Categories : Dodge vehicles Lists of cars. Hidden categories: CS1
maint: multiple names: authors list Articles with short description Short description is different
from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links.
Colt Vista. Omni Stratus Sedan. Sport compact. Shelby Charger. Shelby GLH-S. Shelby CSX.
Stratus Coupe. Sports car. Canadian timeline Mexican timeline International timeline Australian
timeline Chinese timeline. This list of all Dodge cars and models is your one stop Dodge vehicle
model list, including photos of Dodge vehicles along with release dates and body types.
Dodge's popular Charger is also featured on the best muscle cars and the best cars for teen
drivers. From old Dodge cars to the latest Dodge automobiles on the market, they're all here,
with all the information you'll need. Who makes Dodge vehicles? The company is now a division
of Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, though the company was originally founded by the Dodge
brothers in Well-known classic Dodge cars and Dodge sports car types set the company apart
and earned it a loyal customer base. However, in more modern years, small Dodge cars, Dodge
compact cars, and plenty of models that would be at home on a Dodge SUV list gained
popularity. This list of car models made by Dodge features all kinds of extra information - just
hover over the Dodge car names you're interested in, or you can click on the names of the
Dodge brands to learn more. Dodge types also have car class information available if you click
on their names and go to their dedicated page. From old to knew, this Dodge cars list is full of
memorable automobiles. Dodge Durango. The Dodge Durango is a sport utility vehicle
produced by the Dodge division of Chrysler. The first two generations were very similar in that
both were based on the Dodge Dakota, both featured a body-on-frame construction and both
were produced at the Newark Assembly plant in Newark, Delaware. However, they did differ in
that the first generation was classified as a mid-size SUV while, the second generation was
classified as a full-size SUV. The third generation Durango however is built on the same
platform as the Jeep Grand Cherokee, features unibody construction and is currently being
assembled at the Jefferson North Assembly plant in Detroit, Michigan. However, it does retain
the previous Dodge Challenger. The Dodge Challenger is the name of three different
generations of American automobiles marketed by the Dodge division of Chrysler. The Dodge
Silver Challenger was produced from to From to , the first generation Dodge Challenger pony
car was built using the Chrysler E platform, sharing major components with the Plymouth
Barracuda. The second generation, from to , was a badge engineered Mitsubishi Galant
Lambda. The third, and current generation, was introduced in early as a rival to the evolved fifth
generation Ford Mustang and the fifth generation Chevrolet Camaro Photo: Johan. Dodge
Charger. The Dodge Charger is a mid-size automobile produced by Chrysler. The â€” Chargers
were on the Chrysler B platform Dodge Dakota. The Dodge Dakota is a mid-size pickup truck
from Chrysler's Ram division. From its introduction through , it was marketed by Dodge. The
first Dakota was introduced in as a model alongside the redesigned Dodge Ram The Dakota has
always been sized above the compact Ford Ranger and Chevrolet S but below the full-sized
pickups such as Dodge's own Ram. The Dakota is the first mid-size pickup with an optional V8
engine. One notable feature was the Dakota's rack and pinion steering, a first for work There's
absolutely no question that Dodge is one of the top car manufacturers in the history of the
automobile world. However, even with this clearly being the case, it's essential to note that
they've also created some serious lemons over the years. Although they've truly changed the
entire automobile world with their success, there's no question that criticism is warranted for
some of the unreliable vehicles they've released. We'll thus be looking at ten Dodge cars from
both the s and the s that made no sense. It's important to note that these vehicles come from a

large variety of series from the car manufacturer. Although some of these series definitely are
popular ones that have had an abundance of success, it's important to recognize when they
released bad ones as well. This is especially important to note because it'll show which vehicles
not to buy. At the end of the day, there's no question that Dodge is one of the most influential
car manufacturers ever. Yet, even with this being the case, we must note their mistakes. The
Dodge Intrepid came into the automobile world with an abundance of expectations. This series
had always been a top-notch one from the car manufacturer, and they were banking on it being
another success. However, this wouldn't end up being the case at the end of the day. According
to carcomplaints. As a result of this, this vehicle developed a very bad reputation, and its sales
ended up dropping off in the process. There's no question that this vehicle simply was a
massive mistake for the manufacturer. The Dodge Colt definitely had its fair share of pretty big
issues, and this resulted in the car manufacturer losing a lot of sales. The Dodge Journey was
made in hopes that it would end up being known as a very reliable family vehicle. This, of
course, wasn't the case at all because of how weak it was when it came to its overall structure.
This resulted in a plethora of massive issues from the start. Electrical problems were also
extremely common with these vehicles. The Dodge Dakota was supposed to be a pickup with an
immense amount of power that would've been able to handle the toughest of tasks. However,
this wasn't the case whatsoever, and many people now consider it to be one of the worst
pickups to ever come from the manufacturer. This truck was just a complete disaster from the
manufacturer. The Dodge Grand Caravan is another vehicle that the car manufacturer expected
to develop into a top-notch family vehicle. At first glance, one may assume that this happened
to be the case because of the immense amount of space it has as well as protective features.
However, at the end of the day, it was far too weak when it came to its overall structure, and this
became a massive issue. The Dodge Neon was a vehicle that simply never seemed to work for
the car manufacturer. However, as time passed, it became known that it was a car with immense
problems as well. There's no question that this vehicle didn't do well in sales, but at the end of
the day, this was definitely for the best when it came to buyers. Dodge definitely messed up
entirely with this one. The Dodge Nitro was expected to be a top-notch family vehicle, and this is
what ended up getting it a very solid crowd at first. However, it soon became known that this
vehicle was a complete and utter disaster. The Dodge Shadow was banking on the fact that it
was going to be a safe and reliable vehicle. It didn't necessarily have the appearance to gain a
lot of attention from buyers, so this was the right idea from the car manufacturer. The Dodge
Shadow was actually considered one of the least reliable car releases of that entire year. This
makes a lot of sense because according to carcomplaints. At the end of the day, Dodge didn't
do well with one at all. There's absolutely no question that the Dodge Ram series was always
one of the most popular ones from the car manufacturer, and this is evidenced with it releasing
its own cars now. However, in , the car manufacturer made a lot of major mistakes when it came
to this pickup. At the end of the day, the Dodge Ram can easily be deemed as the least reliable
one to ever come from the series. With it having a horrible engine as well, it's clear that Dodge
messed up with this one. At the time of its release, there was an abundance of individuals who
were interested in purchasing one of these, but this quickly changed. This is because this
vehicle simply wasn't built to last. The Dodge Caliber was expected to develop into a top-notch
vehicle for the car manufacturer. There's no question that Dodge had hoped that it would be
able to bring in an abundance of sales, but at the end of the day, this sadly wasn't the case
whatsoever. According to edmunds. At the end of the day, this vehicle definitely had a lot of
potential to be a special one, but the manufacturer essentially sabotaged itself. The Dodge
Daytona definitely had an abundance of expectations when it was first released into the primary
market. Everyone in the automobile world was very interested in this model because of the past
success of the Daytona series, but this attitude towards it quickly changed. This vehicle simply
had far too many issues that didn't allow it to become a reliable car. When the Dodge Avenger
was first released to the automobile world, it had an immense amount of expectations. This was
one of the vehicles that the car manufacturer was hoping would give them the most sales
possible. However, this quickly took a turn for the worst once people realized how unreliable it
was. This vehicle actually ended up being one of the most disliked car releases of that entire
year. This is quite easy to understand because, according to carcomplaints. The Dodge Omni
was the final release from this series and it makes a lot of sense why. When it came to its sales,
buyers completely avoided this model because of the bad reputation that this series developed
over the years. The Dodge Stratus ended up not being the best of ideas from the car
manufacturer. Although the Stratus series had a decent reputation at that time, it's clear that the
manufacturer simply didn't spend enough time on it during its developmental stage. At the end
of the day, this was just a complete mistake from Dodge. A number of individuals of the
automobile world were extremely disappointed with the vehicle because of the fact that it was

prone to having a short life cycle because of its massive issues. There's no question that this
vehicle had an abundance of potential to be a top-notch one on the primary market, but this
ended up not being the case. The Dodge Caravan was supposed to be a top-notch family
vehicle. The car manufacturer had hoped that it would develop into a very safe and reliable
vehicle, but that ended up not being the case in the slightest. At the end of the day, it simply
wasn't built well enough to allow this to happen. This, of course, wasn't good news for its
passengers. As a result of all of this, sales for the vehicle were extremely low. The Dodge
Monaco definitely had a lot of expectations to be a solid vehicle, but at the end of the day, this
wasn't the case. This is largely because of the fact that the car manufacturer simply spent more
time on their other vehicles that were released that year. Many individuals consider the Dodge
Durango to be amongst the worst vehicles to ever come from the car manufacturer. Although at
first glance, it may look like a solid vehicle, it was anything but that. This vehicle simply
possessed no durability because of the massive problems it always had. This was due to the
fact that the vehicle was simply far too weak when it came to its overall structure. At the end of
the day, Dodge definitely messed up with this one. There's absolutely no question that the
Dodge Ram series is a very solid one because of the fact that they produce spectacular
heavy-duty trucks. However, when it came to their release, this pickup appeared to be the exact
opposite of that because of how unproductive it was. At the end of the day, this was simply a
lemon. Share Share Tweet Email Comment. Related Topics Motor Hub. Remember The Dodge
Stealth? Here's 10 Things You Didn't Know. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. Find
used car trade in, resell, certified pre-owned and retail values of used vehi
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cles based on the condition, mileage and other factors of the car sale. It's like a new car for the
price of a clunker. Cars Cars for Sale Dodge. Dodge Year Filters Reset Done. Year - Buy From
Home. Handle all aspects of your vehicle purchase without ever needing to go into the
dealership. Look for the Buy From Home badge when choosing dealerships to connect with.
Price Rating. Transmission Transmission Automatic Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and
Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done. Drag map to chose location. Price Reduced. Based on the average
price for a Dodge Ram for sale in the United States, this is a good deal for this vehicle. Book
Values. Get Book Value. Get a quote presented by. Powered by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan
Rates. Not all decisions will happen immediately. Decision time may vary depending on the
lender or dealer you are matched with. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new
Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser.

